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ABSTRACT Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) is an assisted reproductive technology used in
infertility treatment, where a single sperm is selected and immobilized using a glass injection pipette and is
inserted directly into the cytoplasm of an oocyte under the microscope. Auto-alignment of the injection
pipette is a prerequisite for any proposed automated oocyte injection procedure. In this paper, an auto-
alignment procedure has been proposed. This technique requires the positioning of the injection and holding
pipettes in the three orthogonal axes under microscopy which is complex. The existing proposed methods are
system-specific and require appropriate algorithms. In this paper, 12 commonly used focusing algorithms
were evaluated to verify the optimal one for the ICSI application. These algorithms were assessed by
measuring focusing accuracy, range, the number of false maxima, and the width of the curve. The focus
level for each pipette is calculated by the algorithm using focus measure functions (FMA). The Fibonacci
search algorithm is employed for controlling the z-axis of the motorized stage to obtain the focal plane of the
injection and holding pipette. The experimental results verified that the Brenner gradient has demonstrated
the highest overall performance for injection pipette focalization, while the energy of gradient has presented
a highest overall performance for holding pipette focalization.

INDEX TERMS Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), autofocusing, computer vision, focus measure-
ment algorithm, Fibonacci search.

I. INTRODUCTION
Intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), first presented
in 1992, is an assisted reproductive technology in which
a single spermatozoon is injected into the oocyte using a
glass injection micropipette [1]. There has been considerable
demand to automate the ICSI processes to enhance their
success and survival rate [2]–[6]. This is because the manual
operation is conducted by a trained embryologist, relying
on the visual information through the microscope. However,
manual operation is time-consuming and may cause oocyte
damage, with the consequence of a low success rate. To auto-
mate the oocyte injection task, the injection pipette must be
aligned with the holding pipette at a desired position prior
to the ICSI procedure to ensure the correct injection. This
is key to accurately conducting the fully automated ICSI
process and increasing system efficiency. This is because the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Vishal Srivastava.

tip of the injection and holding pipette can be easily damaged
during the ICSI process if the injection pipette is not aligned
correctly to the holding pipette. The micropipettes could fail
to penetrate the zona pellucida or oolemma membrane of the
oocyte [7]. This would cause a serious injury to the oocyte
membrane or require a replacement of the micropipettes.
Therefore, this makes accurate focusing a necessity.

Autofocusing can be examined using passive and active
methods depending on the way of measuring the distance
between the lens and the object. Active autofocusing mea-
sures the distance externally using ultrasonic or infrared
waves, whilst passive autofocusing measures the sharpness of
the images captured at different focal positions and finds the
peak point of the obtained focus curve [8]. Active autofocus-
ing demonstrates an effective sensing mechanism under dif-
ferent lighting conditions. However, such a sensing technique
may struggle to focus well through glass due to high infrared
or ultrasound reflectivity [9]. Passive auto-focusing relies
on the image information and it is not essential to consider
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reflectivity since there is no external sensor included. It also
decreases the cost markedly. Consequently, image-based pas-
sive auto-focusing will be discussed in this paper since it
does not require any additional device such as a range finding
sensor as in active autofocusing [10].

A variety of focusing algorithms have been proposed such
as Brenner gradient, Tenengrad gradient, and Energy gradient
to adjust the experimental sample in an accurate position
in the focal zone of the microscope [11]–[13]. Since the
injection and holding pipette presents a unimodal focus curve,
focusing algorithm methods can be utilized. However, selec-
tion of an appropriate focus algorithm for a fully automated
ICSI process remains deficient in previous researches since
the selection of the optimal autofocusing algorithm greatly
depends on the specific application [14]. Previous literature
has discussed finding the focal distance of the micro-objects
as it is a challenging task in micro applications where the
depth of focus is a crucial parameter and plays an essential
role.

Template matching is a technique in the field of com-
puter vision for searching a portion of a sourced image
which matches a template image obtained in advance. Tem-
plate matching technique has recently been proposed for
an automatic oocyte injection process to find the depth of
micropipettes [15]. Based on the technique, when the error
minimized between the focal position and template obtained
before, the focused image is obtained. The limitation of this
method is that a new template is needed to feed the pro-
posed technique if the micropipette is changed. Additionally,
the matching process of the injection pipette contains all
possible locations in the sourced image, which increases the
computational cost of the technique. Microfingers are micro-
grippers which are made from a hollow glass tube and used
for gripping and handling biological cells [16], [17]. The
depth of field for the tip of the micro-fingers can be searched
by using color information along with template matching
techniques as the shape of the finger is fixed during the
injection task [18]. Color information helps to find the correct
direction of the focal plane. However, any method for posi-
tioning the micro-objects using template matching technique
is not an effective way to track the micro-objects without
a clear morphology [19]. On the other hand, any method
using the template matching technique is computationally
expensive [20].

The inner space of the holding pipette can also be uti-
lized for focal plane estimation. When the inner space of
the holding pipette has the highest width value, then it is
claimed that the image is the focal plane [21]. Due to the
large set of pre-recorded image collection before applying
the image processing algorithm, utilization of the width of
the holding pipette is not practical. This is due to changes
in image processing algorithm parameters, and the image
collection task would need to be repeated.

Contrast measurement greatly affects the accuracy of the
focusing procedure but the efficiency of the FMA depends
on the peak search algorithm used. A variety of search

strategies have been proposed in the literature to drive the
focus motor in the desired position. Global search is the
most widely-known method. In this method, all focal posi-
tions are scanned and the peak point is detected. Therefore,
there is no possibility of detecting a wrong focal position.
Conversely, this method is not practical when the high focus
range is needed for a specific application and it requires high
computation time. Fibonacci and particle swarm optimization
with Gaussian jump are studied in the literature in which
suitability of the search algorithm depends on the shape of the
focus curve [22], [23]. Since the result of the developed auto-
alignment algorithm produces unimodal curve after evalua-
tion of the 12 different focus measure algorithms, a Fibonacci
search algorithm has been found to be an appropriate search
method and is implemented into the developed algorithm for
auto-alignment of the injection pipette task. This method is
further improved using curve fitting to eliminate local opti-
mum disturbance [24]. Implementation of a Fibonacci search
algorithm requires a motorized stage to be driven with a high
resolution for the precise alignment of the pipettes. Suitable
focus algorithms and searching methods are two essential
parameters for a successful auto-alignment of the injection
pipette process.

This study aims to propose a technique for auto-aligning
the injection and holding micropipettes for the oocyte injec-
tion task. The details of the auto-alignment technique and
experimental validations are presented.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN
A. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Fig. 1 shows the system setup which consists of a Best-
scope 2700 inverted microscope, a microscopy camera
(BASLER Camera acA1300-200um - Python1300), a hold-
ing micropipette with a 120 µm outer diameter (Smiths
Medical-WallaceWHP-120B-30, USA) and a 5.5-µm spiked
tip ICSI injection micropipette (Smiths Medical-Wallace
WIC-55H-30, USA). Images are captured through a 40x
objective lens in maximum lighting conditions. Captured
images are processed by an Intel R©CoreTMi5-6500 CPU
@3.2 GHz (4 CPUs) host computer. The 8MT167 3-DOF
motorized stage from Standa is employed to control the posi-
tion of the holding and injection pipette with the resolution of
less than 1 µm. The produced vibration during the alignment
procedure is damped using an anti-vibrational table.

B. METHOD OVERVIEW
During the auto-alignment operation, the pipettes are initially
detected using the visual detection algorithm and then are
manipulated automatically using the information received
from the focus curve and focus algorithm. A focus curve
demonstrates the focusing position of the pipette based on
a calculated focus value obtained from focusing algorithms.
The behavior of the focus curve plays a crucial role in the
alignment of the injection and holding pipette. Ideally, the
focus curves obtained from focus algorithms should be uni-
modal and sharp at the top and long-tailed. However, some
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FIGURE 1. System setup for the auto-alignment procedure.

focus algorithms may present various local maxima or the
same focus value at different focal positions. This causes
an error in the accurate measurement of the focus point.
Therefore, evaluation of the focus algorithms is essential to
find a suitable algorithm to implement for auto-alignment
of the pipettes. In this study, different focusing functions
were compared quantitatively, and focus curves were normal-
ized to obtain the most accurate algorithm for each injec-
tion and holding pipette. The Fibonacci search algorithm
was then implemented to drive the injection and holding
pipette in Z-axis independently to position them in focal
plane.

In the following section, 12 different focus algorithms are
described briefly which are used to obtain the optimum focus
curve.

C. AUTOFOCUS FUNCTIONS
A variety of focus algorithms have been proposed in the liter-
ature to find the optimal algorithm for a specific application.
Ideal focus curve is defined as having the sharpest image at
the maximum value of the focus curve. This value decreases
once the images demonstrate further distance positions from
the focal plane. To obtain the initial position of the pipettes,
an automated stage moved the pipettes in Z-axis until the
micropipettes become partially visible in the field of view.
The focalization procedure of the pipettes starts after imme-
diate detection of the pipette. To measure the focus values by
implementing each algorithm, the stage moved in an incre-
ment of 2 and 10 µm for the injection and holding pipette
respectively and scanned the pipettes. The focus curves are
then obtained based on the algorithm results. In this study,
twelve different focus algorithms were examined, evaluated
and compared for each pipette separately to find the optimum
algorithm demonstrating a good distribution of the values in
a curve and to conclude a single focal plane. The measured
values obtained from the algorithms are correlated to the posi-
tion of the stage. Consequently, the focal level was calculated
based on home position and the differences between each
incremental movement of the stage which was linked to the
focus curve.

This is the first report on the extensive evaluation of
the Focus Measure Functions (FMA) in the field of oocyte
manipulation and sperm injection. The FMA used in this
paper can be classified as derivative-based, statistical-based
and histogram-based algorithms.
Derivative-Based Algorithms:
1. Thresholded gradient: The sharpness of an image is

proportional to the high frequency of an image and high
pass filters are widely used to detect the high frequency
of the portions of an image [25]. The thresholded gradient
algorithm computes the first difference of the pixel intensities
and then accumulates if it reaches above the specified thresh-
old. Therefore, this algorithm reveals a larger gradient in the
image. The focalization value is given in equation (1) [26].

Fth_grad =
∑
M

∑
N

|g (i, j+ 1)− g (i, j)| (1)

While |g (i, j+ 1)− g (i, j)| ≥ v (2)

where g (i, j) represents the gray level intensity of pixel (i, j),
and v the gradient threshold. In this algorithm, M x N image
is used where M and N present the height and width of an
image respectively in pixels.
2. Modified Laplacian: A modified Laplacian as a focus

measure function is computed at a point (i, j) in a window
around (i, j), which is greater than a threshold value [27].
Equation (3) demonstrates how this method uses the discrete
approximation of the Laplacian to compute the second deriva-
tives in the horizontal and vertical direction of an image.

F (i, j) =
i+N∑

x=i−N

j+N∑
y=j−N

ML (x, y) for ML(x, y) ≥ T1 (3)

where N represents the window size used to compute the
focus measure function. N is taken normally 1 or 2 as the
modified Laplacianmethod uses very small window size such
as 3-by-3 or 5-by-5.
3. Tenengrad Gradient: In this algorithm, convoluted

images are used along with Sobel operators to compute the
first difference as in equation (4) [12].

Ftenengrad =
∑
height

∑
width

(Sx(x, y)
2
+ Sy(x, y)2) (4)

where Sx (x, y) and Sy (x, y) are the convoluted images with
Sobel operators.
4. Brenner Gradient: The Brenner gradient algorithm cal-

culates the square difference of each pixel between its two
neighbors on the image used and then sums them together
using the equation (5) [11].

Fbrenner =
∑
x,y

i (x + 1, y)− i(x − 1, y))2 (5)

with |i(x+1), y) – i(x-1), y)| > a, where i (x, y) is the
intensity at pixel (x, y), a is the threshold of the intensity
difference.
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5. Energy of Gradient: Gradient energy of a single pixel
demonstrates a certain difference between focus and unfo-
cused image. The energy of gradient focus measure function
is computed as below equations (6), (7) and (8) [13], [28].

Fenergygrad =
∑
x

∑
y

(g2x + g
2
y) (6)

where

gx (x, y) = gi (x + 1, y)− gi (x, y) (7)

And

gy (x, y) = gi (x, y+ 1)− gi (x, y) (8)

6. Spatial Frequency: This is a modified version of the
Energy of the gradient algorithm. In this algorithm, M x N
image is used where M and N present number of rows and
columns respectively, alongwith gray value F (j, k) at position
(j, k ) [29]. The row and column frequencies are given in
equation (9) and (10).

RF =

√√√√ 1
MN

M−1∑
J=0

N−1∑
k=1

[F (j, k)− F (j, k − 1)]2 (9)

and

CF =

√√√√ 1
MN

N−1∑
k=0

M−1∑
J=1

[F (j, k)− F (j− 1, k)]2 (10)

The total frequency is calculated as in equation (11).

Spatial frequency =
√
(RF )2 + (CF )2 (11)

Statistical Algorithms:
7. Gray Level Variance: While sharp images show high

gray level variance, the images associated with blurring have
low gray level variance. The simple standard definition of
image variance is adopted into the equation given below. The
equation (12) is used as a focus measure function using gray
level variance [12].

σ 2
=

1
N 2

N∑
x=1

N∑
y=1

[I (x, y)− µ]2 (12)

where µ is the mean of the gray level variance. The aim here
is tomaximize the σ 2 value since increases in σ 2 valuewill let
us obtain higher gray level variance, therefore sharper image.
8. Tenengrad Variance: Another focus measurement alter-

native to get the gradient information is to calculate the gra-
dient magnitude. In this direction, Tenengrad focus measure
is calculated by the following equation (13) [30].

Ftenengradvariance=
M∑
m

N∑
n

[S (m, n)−S ′]2 and for S(m, n)>T

(13)

where T is the threshold, M and N are the height and width of
an image, respectively. S’ is the mean of magnitudes which
is given by equation (14).

S
′

=
1
NM

M∑
m

N∑
n

S(m, n) (14)

9. Variance of Laplacian: This method calculates the vari-
ance of the absolute values which provides a new focus
measurement [30]. The equation (15) is demonstrated as:

Flaplacian_variance =
M∑
m

N∑
n

[|L (m, n)| − L
′

]
2

(15)

where L (m, n) is the convolution of the input image I (m,
n) with the Laplacian operator L which can be approximated
using the following mask:

L =
1
6

 0 −1 0
−1 4 −1
0 −1 0

 (16)

and L’ is the mean of absolute values given by

L
′

=
1
NM

M∑
m

N∑
n

|L(m, n)| (17)

10. Vollath’s Correlation: This focus measure function
is based on autocorrelation function and is computed as in
equation (18) [26].

Fvollath′s = (
M−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

g (i, j) .g (i+ 1, j))

− (
M−2∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

g (i, j) .g(i+ 2, j)) (18)

The advantage of this method is that it does not depend on
a threshold while some of the focus function does.
11. Image Curvature: Image curvature can be utilized as a

focus measure since the curvature is higher in sharp images
than blurred images [31]. In this method, the gray values
are considered as a 3D surface (x, y, t(x, y). First of all,
the quadratic equation f (x, y) = kx + ly + mx2 + ny2 is
used to approximate the surface. After that the least square
approximation technique is used with t0 and t2 to calculate
the coefficients (k, l, m, n).

t0 =

−1 0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1

 and t2 =

 1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1

 (19)

Finally, the coefficients are combined and focus measure
is obtained as in equation (20).

Fcurvature = |k| + |l| + |m| + |n| (20)

Histogram-Based Algorithms:
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12. Histogram Entropy: Let P (I) represents the frequency
of the gray level I. The histogram entropy is defined by
equation (21) [12].

E = −
∑
I

P (I ) ln [P (I )] P(I ) 6= 0 (21)

‘E’ reaches its maximum value when all P (I) are equal,
and minimum values when P (I)= 0 for all but one value of I.
In this case, sharper images have smaller entropy than blurred
images. Therefore, minimizing the value of E will give the
sharper image. This algorithm has also been evaluated and
compared in previous researches [26], [32].

III. AUTO-ALIGNMENT OF THE INJECTION AND HOLDING
PIPETTE
Focalization provides key information in Z-axis for automatic
leveling of the pipettes to the focus. In the following section,
the focalization of the injection and holding pipette and their
alignment with each other will be given.

A. AUTOFOCUSING OF THE INJECTION AND HOLDING
PIPETTE
For focalization of the injection pipette, a set of 18 images
was captured for the injection pipette by scanning the move-
ment of the pipette among Z-axis in a range between 0 to
34 micrometers using 2 micrometers increments. The initial
position is obtained as the most blurred image captured below
the focal plane, and the final destination position represents
the most blurred image obtained above the focal plane. This
means that any distance above or below this level brings the
pipettes fully out of focus.

A similar image acquisition process is also conducted for
the holding pipette focalization. Similarly at the beginning
of the operation, a set of 18 images was captured in a range
between 0 to 170micrometers by scanning with a 10microm-
eters increment. Under the assumption of achieving 100%
accurate focalization for the injection pipette, it should be
possible to insert the injection pipette into the holding pipette
without causing any bendingwhen it goes through the holding
pipette as long as the holding pipette is in alignment as well.
The inner diameter of the holding and injection pipette is
30µ and 5.5 µ, respectively. In this case, the tolerance of the
developed auto-alignment process is 12.25 µ.

Digital images are generally exposed by noise. The level
of noise is propagated during the image acquisition and trans-
mission process. Therefore, pre-processing is often required
to prevent the negative influence of the noise on developed
algorithm performance [33]. A Gaussian filter as a part of
pre-processing is implemented to reduce the noises on the
captured image for the injection and holding pipette. Subse-
quently, the adaptive image threshold using first order statis-
tics is used to obtain the binary image of the injection pipette.
This process is called thresholding. Employing binary image
procedure is not practical for the holding pipette since it has
an inner reflection under the microscope particularly when
the higher magnification is utilized. In this case, the active

FIGURE 2. Region of Interest extraction. (a) Original injection pipette
image. (b) Final binary image. (c) Image with a boundary at the ratio
of 1:4 divided by lines. (d) Extraction of region of interest.

contour method is implemented on the holding pipette along
with a defined focus window where all focus algorithms are
applied [34].

The boundaries of the injection pipette are detected by
using the obtained binary image. However, the level of
smoothness of the boundary demonstrates irregular data
points at some fragment of the boundaries for both injection
and holding pipettes. This can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3. Hence,
Kernel smoother, which is a statistical technique widely used
in engineering, is utilized on the boundary of the injection and
holding pipettes to obtain for better data visualization. This
is because the Kernel smoother represents the set of irregular
data points on the boundary of pipettes as a smooth line. The
extracted boundary is taken as a reference to plot two different
lines which divide the boundary of the injection pipette at the
ratio of 1:4 of the extracted boundary from the tip of the injec-
tion pipette. The mask is created within the region of interest
where all focus algorithms are applied. Fig. 2 represents the
procedure of the pipette marginal detection and indicates the
region of the interest extraction procedure for the injection
pipette.

The mask is created in the focus window after implement-
ing the active contour method on the holding pipette with
a defined focused window. The region of interest for the
holding pipette is extracted at the ratio of 3:4 from the tip of
the holding pipette. The ratio selection to extract the region of
interest for both injection and holding pipettes was selected
to provide sufficient information to the FMA methods for
their analysis. The implemented image processing technique
is sufficient for holding pipette focalization due to its size.
The obtained data variations on the recorded images using
lower than 10 µm increment are not significantly different.
Consequently, 10µm is selected to be the optimum increment
and also this increment is within the tolerance. Fig. 3 repre-
sents the region of interest extraction for analysis of the focus
algorithms in-focus plane.

B. CURVE FITTING AND FIBONACCI SEARCH ALGORITHM
Curve fitting is the process of building a curve that has the
best fit to the data points. In order to minimize the number of
images captured to estimate the focal position of the injection
and holding pipette, autofocusing is carried out by the math-
ematical function that accurately mimics the focus curve.
It is essential to have sufficient data points near the focal
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FIGURE 3. Region of Interest extraction. (a) Original holding pipette
Image. (b) Holding pipette contour detection and its division by lines at
the ratio of 3:4. (c) Extraction of the region of interest.

plane with the purpose of having accurate auto-alignment of
the pipettes. Global maxima and minima are defined as the
largest and the smallest value of the mathematical function
obtained from the curve fitting, respectively. The obtained
focal position could be a global maximum or minimum
depending on the FMAused. However, in this study, the focus
curve is inverted to global maxima if the FMA produces a
global minimum focal point. Here, the second-order Gaussian
fit is implemented to the focus curves to obtain the focus
function of the focus curve [27].

In order to search the focal plane of the injection and
holding pipette precisely, a Fibonacci search algorithm was
employed to find the global maximum point of the focus
curve function. The search interval was introduced to the
Fibonacci search algorithm; it successively narrows the
search interval until a satisfactory approximation for focus is
achieved [22]. A Fibonacci search algorithmwas an appropri-
ate algorithm as long as the curve shows the unimodal prop-
erty. Under the unimodality assumption of the focus curves
for holding and injection pipettes, it has been proven that the
Fibonacci search algorithm is the optimal algorithm [35].

C. ALIGNMENT OF THE INJECTION PIPETTE TO THE
HOLDING PIPETTE
Before the alignment operation started, the pipettes were ran-
domly inserted into the pipette holders. This caused no exact
identification of the pipette tips initial position. Each position
after initial detection had a corresponding focus value on the
graph. Consequently, the proposed algorithm calculated the
differences between the focal position and the current posi-
tion values. These differences provide sufficient information
to the developed algorithm to understand whether the tip
of the pipettes is below or above the focal plane. Then the
system determined the accurate corresponding positions and
their differences. Once the pipettes were located to the focal
plane, the coordinate of the pipette tips in X and Y-axis were
calculated. The pixel coordinate of the tip of the pipettes was
obtained by a set of image processing algorithms. This was
achieved by obtaining the binary image of the pipettes using
adaptive image threshold and their blob detection once they
were in focus. Blob detection is a computer vision method
that detects the regions in the image by distinguishing them
in terms of pixel mean intensity, perimeter and the area of the
blob. Here the pipettes were distinguished from each other in

FIGURE 4. Schematic 3D view of the injection and holding pipette.

terms of their blob pixel area. After detection of the pipettes
in binary form, on the far right of the pixel of the injection
pipette and on the far left pixel of the holding pipette, they
were both detected and reported. Obtaining the binary form
of the holding pipette is only practical when it is in focus.
Then, the pipettes are travelling only in the XY plane to grasp
the oocyte and bring it to the predefined position and then
conduct the injection when all are in focus.

The schematic 3D view of the injection and holding pipette
is given in Fig. 4. As demonstrated, the leveling of the pipettes
were conducted in Z-axis. However, the final grasping and
injection are conducted in XY plane.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents and discusses the obtained results from
auto-focusing algorithms for the auto- focalization procedure
of the pipettes for the oocyte injection task. In this section,
the results for the automatic alignment of both the holding
and injection pipettes are presented separately. Then the oper-
ational confirmation will be experimentally demonstrated by
inserting the injection pipette into the holding pipette. This
fully illustrates that both pipettes are in absolute focus and
within the same XY plane.

A. FOCUS MEASUREMENT ALGORITHM RESULTS
Fig. 5 shows the results of focus curves obtained from twelve
focusing algorithms for auto-focusing of the injection pipette.
In each graph, the normalized focus measure is demonstrated
versus pipette position reported by the motorized stage.

Based on the results in Fig. 5, Energy of gradient, Vollath
correlation, Gray level variance, and Brenner gradient meth-
ods produced reasonable focus curves as the rest of the meth-
ods produced false local maxima. Additionally, producing a
unimodal curve is essential to enable the Fibonacci search
algorithm to find the peak point of the curve accurately.

Focalization of the holding pipette is also essential for
the auto-alignment task for an oocyte injection procedure.
Fig. 6 presents the results of the focus curves obtained from
focusing algorithms for auto-focusing of the holding pipette.
All focus values are normalized and plotted versus stage
position.

From the data in Fig. 6, it is apparent that very few FMA
were able to produce a sensible focus curve. This is due to
the light reflection of the inner space of the holding pipette
where there was not any such noise as in the injection pipette.
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FIGURE 5. Auto-focusing of the Injection pipette based on different focus measurement algorithm.

FIGURE 6. Auto-focusing of the Holding pipette based on different focus measurement algorithms.

Only the Energy of gradient method was able to produce a
gradable focus curve.

The performance of the focus curves is evaluated based
on focusing accuracy, range, number of false maxima and
the width of the curve [36]. Accuracy is measured from
the differences between the determined best focus positions
manually and the peak position of the curve obtained from
the focus algorithm. A smaller accuracy value gives a more
accurate focus position of the injection and holding pipettes.
Range criteria measure the distance between two adjacent
local minima of the peak points in the focus curve. The
larger range of focus curve will help searching algorithm
to find the global peak without being trapped between two
minima points during the search. A number of false max-
ima describe any other peak points of the curve apart from
the global maximum. The width of the focus curve illus-
trates the sharpness of the peak as the sharper curve at
the peak point has given a more accurate focus position
to drive injection and holding pipette. In this paper, 50%
of the height of the curve is evaluated as the width of the
curve.

Based on the results obtained from Fig. 5 and 6, focus eval-
uation parameters are demonstrated in Table 1. The desired
value for accuracy, number of false maxima and the width of
the curve at%50 is 0, while the desired value for range criteria
is 1. For the evaluation of the FMA, the difference between
the desired criterion’s value and the value of the focus curve
for each criterion is taken as a coordinate. Maximum range
criteria are subtracted from the range value of each FMA for
calculation of the overall performance. Hence, the desired
distance coordinate of the focus curve is [0 0 0 0] since
4 different criteria are used in this study. The overall score
is calculated as a Euclidean distance for the focus curve
obtained. If the given criteria are not applicable to the focus
curve obtained, maximum focus criterion value is taken into
account for Euclidean distance calculation. All values for
each criterion are normalized and given within a range of
between 0 and 1 so that each evaluation parameter maintains
the equal weight for the overall performance comparison. The
lower overall score presents the better performance of the
focusing algorithm which is essential to have higher accuracy
Z-axis focalization of the micropipettes.
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TABLE 1. Injection and holding pipette’s focus curves overall evaluation.

As it is pointed out in Table 1 for the evaluation of the injec-
tion pipette, Brenner gradient, Vollath correlation and Energy
of gradient demonstrated 100% accuracy while Gray-level
variance illustrated 88% accuracy. The tolerance assumption
for holding pipette alignment was conditioned with 100%
accuracy of the injection pipette. Hence, 88% accuracy has
not been considered. Among the methods giving 100% accu-
racy, the only difference was obtained in the width of their
curves at 50%. This is a significant parameter that needs to
be considered for FMA evaluations. This is because the lower
width at 50% of the curve not only demonstrates how sharp
the peak point of the curve is but also illustrates a higher focus
measurement range. This is an essential feature to be obtained
for auto-alignment of the pipettes. A distinguishable focus
measurement value between different focus levels at a small
distance to each other helps the auto-alignment procedure
remarkably, particularly around the focal plane. Brenner gra-
dient provided the smallest width of the curve at 50% among
all focus methods while providing 100% accuracy, full range
with no false maxima as shown in Table 1. Hence, Brenner
gradient demonstrated better performance than Vollath corre-
lation and Energy of gradient method based on the calculation
of the Euclidian method.

Fig. 6 makes it evident that most of the FMAwere exposed
with a high noise for holding pipette focalization. This is
due to the inner reflection of the holding pipette as stated
previously. The 11 out of 12 FMAalgorithmswere failedwith
the exception of Energy of gradient method. The result of the

FIGURE 7. Auto-focusing of the pipettes at random positions in XYZ.

FIGURE 8. Auto-alignment of the pipettes for oocyte injection.

thresholded gradient method also produced a gradable curve.
However, the focus measurement value at the last frame
was always higher than the previous frame. This causes a
disturbance in the Fibonacci search algorithm to find the peak
point of the curve. The correct detection of the peak point of
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FIGURE 9. Focus value variations of the injection and holding pipette at different positions.

TABLE 2. computational time analysis for auto-alignment of the pipettes
in overall.

the curve of the Energy gradient method was 100%. This is in
a decent agreement with the tolerance of the holding pipette
alignment. Overall, the Energy of gradient algorithm was
found to be the most suitable for holding pipette focalizations
for the purpose of the auto-alignment procedure.

The Energy of gradient and Brenner gradient methods are
both derivative-based FMA. This type of algorithm tends
to be affected by noise while providing better accuracy in
comparison to statistical algorithms [36]. With the aid of
comprehensive evaluation of the FMA, decent accuracy for
focalization of the pipettes was achieved whilst selected
algorithms were not affected by any type of disturbance
during their operation. The feature of the insensitivity of
the noise for the developed auto-alignment process while
providing high accuracy will be well proved in the following
section.

Computational time is also an essential parameter to be
considered to increase the productivity of the developed algo-
rithm. Computational time is highly dependent on the quality
of the image and the number of pixels processed. For the anal-
ysis of the computational time, 8 sets of image collection for
holding and injection pipette focalization were captured sepa-
rately at random positions in the XYZ plane. Each set consists
of 18 images for both pipettes and was run 15 times and
then the averaged computation time was recorded. Recorded
computation times include the entire computation to run
the algorithm. Subsequently, the average computation time
of 8 sets was recorded along with its standard deviation.
Table 2 illustrates the average computational time per frame
for performing the auto-alignment of the pipettes.

The alignment procedure calculation was conducted only
once and the operational distance was calculated based on
that particular frame which does not require additional image
acquisition for any rest of the images within each trial.

B. VALIDATION TEST RESULTS FOR ICSI INSERTION TO
THE HOLDING PIPETTE
In this section, the effectiveness of the developed image-
based auto-alignment of the Injection pipette is shown exper-
imentally. It is motivated to conduct the insertion of the
injection pipette within the holding pipette to illustrate the
accuracy of leveling of the pipettes. This is a reasonable
test to visually validate the leveling of micropipettes. This
proved the operational accuracy of the algorithm in focus-
ing the pipettes. Each pipette is randomly positioned at
different levels in XYZ and programmed to be inserted.
A total of 100 experiments have been conducted to prove
this hypothesis. All of the insertion was conducted without
any failure. The results approved the high reliability of the
algorithm in different stages of pipette detection, operation
calculation, and manipulation. Fig. 7 and 8 demonstrate an
example of the different positioning of pipettes and insertion
experiment.

The experimental results illustrate that the developed
image-processing algorithm can perform the auto-alignment
procedure successfully regardless of the pipettes’ positions.
The developed method can perform an auto-alignment even
if the position of injection and holding pipette images are not
within the recognition ranges.

In order to assess the trade-off between the sensitivity of
the focalization of the pipettes to the noises and also their
reliability at the same focal levels at different positions on
the image plane, another set of experiments was carried out.
In this experiment, the pipettes were randomly positioned at
8 different locations. The number of focus levels for each set
is limited where the pipettes are in focus. For each position,
18 imageswere captured above and below the focal point with
a 10 and 2-micrometers increment to each other for holding
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and injection pipettes, respectively. Fig. 9 demonstrates the
normalized focus value versus the set number.

In Fig. 9, each color represents one set of experiments and
each set is evaluated within itself. Hence, there is no continu-
ity between sets in terms of their data points. No intersections
between the indicated dashed lines were observed for the
pipettes as illustrated in Fig. 9, which clearly demonstrate the
reliability of the algorithm for an oocyte injection operation.
This also demonstrates that the values are only dependent
on the image set and are not a general measure for each
level.

This study demonstrates the first reporting of auto-
alignment of the pipettes used in ICSI with a combined
computational time for pipette detection and alignment of 3s.
This is in contrast to amuch larger corresponding value of 14s
reported in a similar study conducted for holding pipette [21],
hence offering a considerable reduction in computational
cost. Additionally, the results indicate 100% accuracy in both
detection and alignment, enhanced reliability, and insensitiv-
ity to noise at different positions in the image plane.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper offers a technique to automatically align the
injection and holding pipette under microscopy imaging for
ICSI operation. A ranking methodology was implemented
on twelve different focus measure algorithms to determine
the most appropriate focus algorithm in ICSI operation. The
Fibonacci search algorithm has been implemented into the
developed technique to drive the z-axis of the motorized stage
to the focus position. It has been demonstrated that the Bren-
ner gradient and Energy of gradient algorithms have superior
performance for the injection and holding pipette focalization
respectively. The results show that the auto-alignment tasks
were achieved with high accuracy, reliability and demon-
strated insensitivity to noises at different positions in the
image plane.
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